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Kirkwood, Eastern Cape, South Africa, part of the Sundays River Valley, is known for 
its abundance of citrus fruits, beautiful roses and game farms! Being part of the Sarah 
Baartman Region of the Eastern Cape that traverses semi-desert plains, long mountains, 
rain-forests and golden beaches, this malaria free region is largely driven by agriculture 
which contributes to the area being perfectly suited for the various species of plains game!  

Being based near Kirkwood with its diverse land offerings, Arnold Classen of African 
Select Hunting Safaris, who has access to over 96,000 acres, is able to customize his hunting 
safaris to the individual hunting needs of his clients!  Arnold has generously donated a 7-day 
plains game safari for 2 hunters to be taken in 2023 or 2024 that includes 2 animals per 
hunter (1 Duiker, 1 kudu, 1 black wildebeest, and 1 blesbok).  (If only 1 hunter, outfitter 
will select the 2 animals to be included.) Trip includes lodging, meals, transportation during 
the hunt, laundry, and field prep of animals. The trip can be extended for $250 per person 
per day; additional hunters are welcome at $350 p/p/p/d and nonhunters at $120 p/p/p/d. 

Additional animals can be added per pricelist. Port Elizabeth is 
the point of pick up/return.  Hunt does not include any before 
pick up or after return expenses, tips to Professional Hunter & 
staff, added animals, or dipping/packing/shipping of trophies. 

Attention Tiny Ten & Small Animal Trophy Hunters: 
Arnold has Lynx (Caracal) and Genet Cats as well as many rare 
small antelopes including multiple species of Duikers, Grysbok, 
Klipspringer, Steenbuck, Reedbuck (2 species), and Vaal Rhee 
Buck for which the Eastern Cape is famous! Value: $7,500.00 

Hunt cannot be combined with any other hunt donation! 
Arnold will be at the fundraiser to visit with you!! 
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